INTRODUCTION
The ratio between tensile strength and compressive strength is an important material property of concrete. The value of this ratio is required for the following applications:
1. With respect to Bortolotti's studies, 1,2 the ultimate strain value in uniaxial tension is expressed in terms of this strength ratio.
2. According to Johnston's strength criterion 3 for intact rock under triaxial compression, the material constants defining the failure envelope are related to the ratio of compressive strength to tensile strength. Reported results of Setunge et al. 4 and Yapι Merkezi 5 for very high-strength concrete in triaxial compression are in good agreement with the strength criterion proposed by Johnston. 3. There are three types of tests to measure strength in tension: direct tension, flexure, and splitting tension. 6 It has been well established that the simplest and the most reliable method, which generally provides a lower coefficient of variation, is the splitting tensile test [7] [8] [9] of a cylindrical specimen. In this test, a cylindrical specimen is loaded in compression diametrically between two plates. According to the theory of elasticity, this loading generates almost uniform tensile stress along the diameter, which causes the specimen to fail by splitting along a vertical plane. The splitting strength f tsp can be used to estimate direct tensile strength f t by multiplying by a conversion factor of λ = 0.9, as given in the CEB-FIB Code 10 and by Hannant et al. 7 The objectives of the investigation reported herein are as follows:
1. To evaluate the ratio of splitting tensile strength to compressive strength (f tsp /f c ) as a function of cylinder compressive strength of concrete f c by means of regression analysis of experimental data from the literature. [11] [12] [13] The data gathered embrace a variety of cements (normal portland cement, rapid-hardening portland cement), several supplementary cementitious materials (fly ash, bottom ash, silica fume), various water-cementitious material ratios (w/cm) ranging from 0.24 to 0.55, testing ages from 1 to 360 days, curing temperatures from 0 to 30 °C (32 to 86 °F), and several moisture conditions. Concrete compressive strength varies from 4 MPa to approximately 120 MPa (580 to 17,400 psi). To confirm the derived relationship, test data from other sources 8, [14] [15] [16] [17] were used for verification.
2. To verify whether Johnston's strength criterion is valid for high-strength concretes by making use of the derived relationship between the ratio of splitting tensile strength to compressive strength (f tsp /f c ) and the cylinder compressive strength f c in this study.
RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE
This study introduces a relationship between the ratio of splitting tensile strength to compressive strength (f tsp /f c ) and the cylinder compressive strength f c , which is applicable to concrete at early ages (12 hours and longer) as well as very high-strength concrete (up to 120 MPa [17,400 psi]). Existing relationships in the literature are based mainly on data obtained from concretes with compressive strength of not more than 83 MPa (12,000 psi). The reliability of the proposed equation is assessed on the basis of integral absolute error (IAE, %). The results of this analysis are particularly important because no comprehensive information on the reliabilities of the relationships used in the current building codes has been available.
In the design of triaxially compressed structures, it is necessary to have an expression relating the ultimate strength f 1 and the confining pressure f r . Johnston 3 proposed an empirical strength criterion based on the ratio of compressive to tensile strength and the confinement effectiveness, for a range of geomaterials. This study shows that Johnston's strength criterion 3 can be used to adequately predict the ultimate strength of very high-strength concrete under triaxial compression. Knowledge of the ratio between splitting tensile strength and uniaxial compressive strength should allow for the estimation of strength of very high-strength concrete under confinement. Furthermore, this knowledge could reduce costs associated with triaxial testing programs for very high-strength concrete. In recent studies, 4,5 the failure envelope for very highstrength concrete subjected to confining pressure was shown to be in reasonable agreement with Johnston's strength criterion. 3 If accurate estimates for very high-strength concrete under confinement are required, the relationship between the strength ratio and the compressive strength must be established by means of the regression analysis. The following factors must be taken into account in this analysis:
1. The mathematical model should be based on physically significant parameters. Furthermore, it should be as simple as possible and easily usable in any analysis.
2. The relationship should be applicable over a wide range of experimental data.
3. The coefficient of correlation r that measures the strength of the proposed relationship should be large. It is important to note that even when the correlation is significant, the variability can still be large, and the proposed equation may not be reliable. 18 4. The accuracy of the relationship should be as high as possible. In other words, the errors associated with the regression model should be as small as possible. 
Table 1-Brief descriptions of main data-221 test data points-used for regression analysis
Mixture properties Gardner 11 Gardner et al. 12 Imam et al. 13 Mixture [11] [12] [13] (II) other group data used as "control data" to assess accuracy of derived regression equations (n = 104) (range: 6 to 122 MPa [870 to 17,690 psi]). 8, [14] [15] [16] [17] This group of data was selected randomly; (III) = (I) + (II) corresponding to all data (n = 325) (range: 4 to 122 MPa [580 to 17,690 psi]), 8, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] where IAE equals integral absolute error, n equals number of data test points, and 1 MPa = 145.038 psi.
Fig. 1-Ratio of splitting tensile to compressive strength versus cylinder compressive strength: (a) group I used to obtain A and B; and (b) compared with verification data II.
In this study, the reliability of the relationships derived from the regression analysis was assessed on the basis of the integral absolute error (IAE, %). This index has been used by others 11, 19, 20 to evaluate the goodness of fit of proposed relationships, and it is computed from Eq. (1) ( 1) where O i is the observed value, and P i is the predicted value from the regression equation. The IAE measures the relative deviations of data from the regression equation. When the IAE is zero, the predicted values from the regression equation are equal to the observed values; this situation rarely occurs. When comparing different equations, the regression equation having the smallest value of the IAE can be judged as the most reliable. A range of the IAE from 0 to 10% may be regarded as the limits for an acceptable regression equation.
Brief presentation of experimental data
The main sources of data used for the regression analysis along with the characteristics of the concretes (type of cement, cement quantity, w/cm, type of supplementary cementitious material, curing temperatures, and testing age) are given in Table 1 . As seen from Table 1 , the data 11-13
MPa (580 to 17,400 psi). In other words, the regression analysis was based on data ranging from immature concrete to very high-strength concrete.
Results of regression analyses
To evaluate the ratio of splitting tensile strength to compressive strength f tsp /f c , a series of regression analyses was undertaken and the results of these analyses are summarized in Table 2 . The values of the IAE computed for the regression equations given in Table 2 are compiled in Table 3 . From Table 2 and 3, the following observations can be made:
1. Based on the coefficient of correlation r, Eq. (4) to (7) provide equally strong relationships between the ratio of splitting tensile to compressive strength (f tsp /f c ) and compressive strength f c . In terms of relative error, Eq. (6) and (7) provide the smallest values of IAE. Thus these are several equations with similar reliability. The power function, Eq. (7), can be selected for its simplicity without loss of accuracy.
2. Using the control data, the value of IAE for Eq. (7) was found to be 7.14%. Equation (7) is also in a close agreement with the control test data ranging between 6 to 122 MPa (870 to 17,690 psi). In brief, Eq. (7) shows a better accuracy for predicting the splitting tensile strength.
Discussion
As shown in Fig. 1(a) , the ratio of the two strengths (f tsp /f c ) is strongly affected by the level of the compressive strength f c . This ratio decreases with increasing compressive strength at a decreasing rate. This finding can be explained by the fact that the increase in the splitting tensile strength f tsp occurs at a much smaller rate compared to the increase of compressive strength. The result is in agreement with various researchers.
21-24 From Fig. 1(a) and (b) , it is also evident that, in comparison with normal-strength concrete (NSC), at higher strengths (80 to 120 MPa [11,600 to 17,400 psi]-very high-strength concrete) there is a significant decrease in the ratio. For example, the ratio of (f tsp /f c ) varies between 0.15 and 0.10 for the NSC, while the same ratio is between 0.08 and 0.06 for very high-strength concrete. This finding implies that for the compressive strengths above approximately 100 MPa (14,000 psi), there is no further increase in the tensile strength. 25 According to the results published by Komloš, 24 the ratio between the splitting tensile strength and compressive strength of 200 mm cubes was found to be 0.092 and 0.067 for 7-and 180-day specimens (w/c = 0.4), respectively. The examined ratio reached a value of approximately 0.06 after 360 days of curing for the same mixture. Also, the result of this study agrees with Komloš.
24
As previously stated, there is little information in the literature concerning the accuracy and validity of the equations used for the purpose of estimating splitting tensile strength from compressive strength. This is especially true for very high-strength concretes. To assess the accuracy of other power function relationships, which are provided in Table 4 , the IAE concept was used for the experimental data reported by the various researchers 11, 19, 20 within the range 4 to 120 MPa (580 to 17,400 psi) as well as in intervals of 20 MPa (2900 psi).
On close examination of Table 4 , the following findings can be obtained:
1. Based on the values of IAE calculated, the splitting tensile strength of concrete is not proportional to the square root of compressive strength. This is particularly true for f c > 40 MPa (5800 psi). The ACI models 26, 27 underestimate the splitting tensile strength for concrete with compressive strength f c > 40 MPa (5800 psi). The same findings were mentioned previously by other investigators. 8, 21, 32 2. In the case of the CEB-FIB equation, 10 the value of IAE varies between 2.5 and 8.9%. When all ranges are considered, the IAE is computed as 5.9%. It is interesting to note that although the equation in question is based on f c < 83 MPa f tsp f c ------(12,035 psi), it can be extrapolated to higher strengths without any loss of accuracy.
3. The equations reported by Gardner et al., 12 Gardner, 11 and Oluokun et al., 8 which were derived originally for normal concrete strengths, yield reasonable errors for high strengths.
4. The proposed model in the present study can be regarded as a realistic representation, which is applicable to concrete at early ages as well as to very high-strength concrete up to 120 MPa (17,400 psi) (refer to Fig. 1(a) ). To further verify the proposed equation, the experimental data (n = 104), which were not used in the regression analysis, compared with the regression equation, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . These data are shown to be in a close agreement with Eq. (7). Johnston 3 proposed an empirical criterion to predict the compressive strength for intact geomaterials under confinement. The criterion in question can be expressed by the following equation (Fig. 2 )
APPLICABILITY OF JOHNSTON'S STRENGTH CRITERION
where M and B are the material constants; f 1 is ultimate compressive strength; f r is confining pressure; and f c is uniaxial compressive strength. On the basis of 1700 individual test results, this criterion was found to be applicable to a wide range of intact geomaterials varying from lightly overconsolidated clays to extremely hard rocks. The biaxial tension condition corresponds to f 1 = 0 and f r = -f t , where f t is the uniaxial tensile strength (it is assumed that the biaxial tensile strength equals the uniaxial tensile strength). From this condition, the value of M/B is found to be equal to the ratio of compressive to tensile strength (9) As discussed by Johnston, 3 and as supported by limited experimental evidence, 3 this ratio is not a constant but seems to change with not only the rock type, but also the rock strength.
The material constants (M, B) in Johnston's strength criterion can be determined from a regression analysis, taking into account a series of triaxial tests on intact samples of rock or concrete. If there are no laboratory triaxial compression test data, the values of the constants can be estimated by the following two equations
(for a wide variety fo geomaterials: 3 0.08 MPa ≤ f c ≤ 600 MPa) (11) in which f c is the uniaxial compressive strength, in MPa; and f tsp is the splitting tensile strength, in MPa. The value of f c /f tsp can be estimated from the proposed Eq. (7) in Table 2 and Fig. 1 . The value λ is the factor for converting splitting tensile strength to direct tensile strength and is assumed to equal 0.9 (CEB-FIB 10 ). It is worthwhile to mention that the value of B depends strongly on material strength. When B = 1, as in the case of normally consolidated soils, Johnston's strength criterion simplifies to the Mohr-Coulomb criterion. In brief, B defines the nonlinearity of the failure envelope (Fig. 2) and is a measure of the confinement effectiveness. The experimental results reported by Xie et al. 15 and by Attard and Setunge 16 for high-strength concretes were compared with Johnston's strength criterion. The comparisons are displayed in Table 5 . As seen from the table, the failure envelopes based on Johnston's strength criterion, for which only one parameter (cylinder compressive strength) is needed, have prediction errors (IAE) varying between 7.2 and 7.9%. Such an error level can be regarded acceptable for practical engineering applications. The failure envelopes given by the various researchers 15, 16 result in smaller prediction errors (IAE = 3.7 to 6.1%) because these failure expressions were based on the specific experimental data. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the computed axial compressive strengths f 1 from Johnston's strength criterion and two triaxial compression data sets 15, 16 (the comparison was done in terms of the normalized strengths: f 1 /f c ; f r /f c ). From Fig. 3 , it can be seen that the estimates obtained from Johnston's strength criterion for high-strength concretes are in good agreement with the failure envelopes obtained by the researchers. 15, 16 The linear failure envelope (f 1 = f c + 4.1f r ) proposed by Richart et al. 33 underestimates the triaxial compressive concrete because their equation was based on tests of low-strength concrete ( f c = 32 MPa).
In the following section, a numerical example will demonstrate how to use Johnston's strength criterion for evaluation of the strength of high-strength concrete under triaxial compression.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The following experimental results were obtained from a study 16 carried out on concrete subjected to triaxial compression.
• Cylinder compressive strength: f c = 60 MPa (8700 psi) (w/cm = 0.45).
• Applied confining pressure: f r = 10 MPa (1450 psi).
The following steps are used to compute the ultimate axial compressive strength f 1 and the benefit of confinement for the given confining pressure f r :
• Estimate the splitting tensile strength to cylinder compressive strength ratio: From Eq. (7) • Estimate the failure envelope under triaxial compression:
• Evaluation of the above result: According to Attard and Setunge's study, 16 the axial compressive strength f 1 was determined to be 122 MPa (17,694 psi) (p. 435, Table 3 ) for the given confining pressure. Thus, the calculated ultimate compressive strength is in excellent agreement with the experimental finding.
For f r = 10 MPa (1450 psi), the benefit of confinement can be evaluated by means of the efficiency ratio: efficiency ratio (%) = As can be seen, the axial compressive strength f 1 increases two-fold due to a modest confinement stress. Moreover, for a given confining pressure f r , the equations published by Balmer, 34 in which normal and shear stresses are related to principal stresses, can be used 5, 35 to estimate the angle of friction φ, the failure angle α, and the cohesive strength C.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study: 1. A simple power function is proposed to evaluate the ratio of the splitting tensile to compressive strength (f tsp /f c ) as a function of the cylinder compressive strength f c ( Table 2 , Eq. (7), Fig. 1(a) ). Based on the error analysis (Table 3) , Eq. (7) is reasonably accurate and is applicable to concrete strengths ranging from 4 to 120 MPa, (580 to 17,400 psi) regardless of mixture proportions, the nature of the cementitious materials, curing time, and curing temperature; 
